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Abstract— The development of a vision system to aid the
autonomous navigation of an unmanned helicopter, primarily
based on inertial sensors and GPS data, is presented. An
unmanned helicopter has been equipped with appropriate
sensors and a vision system fitted on a custom pan-tilt
mechanism. Robust software, based on the Open Computer
Vision Library (OpenCV), has been developed for handling
images and video from a camera. Our implementation involves
real time object recognition, histogram matching for real time
video streaming, pattern matching and object tracking.
Software implemented in C++ interacts with Matlab in order to
aid the autonomous navigation of the helicopter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HE Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is an
algorithm to detect feature points in images, commonly
called keys or keypoints in the SIFT framework. The
primary goal of the SIFT algorithm is object recognition.
Harnessing the Gaussian difference of the images in
different scales the SIFT algorithm can ensure scale
invariance; by assigning one or more orientations to each
keypoint location based on local image gradient directions
can provide rotation invariance and through other techniques
can provide features that are translation invariant, which
could also be partially invariant to illumination changes and
affine or 3D projection [1]. The application of SIFT
algorithm on an image has as outcome a keypoint descriptor
for representing points of interests in order to be matched
against a database. The algorithm is considered to be very
robust and keypoints have been invariant across a substantial
range of affine distortion, addition of noise, and change in
illumination [1].
SIFT has been widely accepted in the community of
machine vision mainly for its repeatability, distinctiveness,
and robustness. SIFT has also been widely utilized by
Unmanned Aerial (UAV) and Ground (UGV) vehicles
research teams [2].
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Lin et al. [4] have used the SIFT algorithm for the
registration of consecutive images taken from a UAV into a
mosaic. They tried many kinds of features but concluded
that the SIFT features, due to the properties mentioned
earlier, would be the most appropriate solution for the
concept. The SIFT algorithm, has also been used by
Forrstner et al. [5] for online geocoding of large scale
images using a video camera on a UAV. Abdallah et al. [8]
used SIFT in a vision-inertial SLAM system for UGV, using
a camera for the detection of landmarks on the ground and
an IMU for dead-reckoning. They estimate the robot motion
by dead-reckoning information in an attempt to predict
future positions of the SIFT features during navigation.
SIFT feature tracking has also been used by Templeton et al.
[6] for the evaluation of their vision-based terrain mapping
and analysis system for an unmanned helicopter.
Another scheme for feature extractions is the Speeded Up
Robust Features (SURF), a high performance algorithm
which provides interest point detector and descriptor
invariant in scale and rotation [9]. SURF is considered to be
as thriving as SIFT and yet can be computed and compared
much faster [9]. The software for the SURF algorithm is
provided in [10].
A similar provision to ours for UAV machine vision using
SIFT, has been built in [2] and [3], using the same software
we did, as a basis for developing the vision system [11].
Their research aims on techniques for autonomous flight
using mainly visual input source, since as they assert, the
GPS is responsible for guiding the UAV to the vicinity of
the desired target. From that point, vision is the main source
for piloting. Because their implementation resembles to ours
we will collate it along with ours.
II. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
An unmanned helicopter has been developed for
experimental use and testing on autonomous navigation
techniques (Fig. 1). The unmanned helicopter is equipped
with all appropriate sensors for autonomous navigation
(Inertial Measurement Unit, GPS receiver, RC servo
driver\controller, CPU unit, Solid State Disk) according to
our previous experience on the field [12]. A custom made
pan-tilt vision system is mounted on the helicopter.
The pan-tilt vision system consists of a webcam and two
mini servos, controlled through a custom built servo
controller based upon an ATmega8 AVR microcontroller
from ATMEL (Fig. 2). The system interacts with the
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computer with two USB wires; the first for the webcam and
the second for the servo controller. The microcontroller
communicates with apc, through a handy USB to serial chip
from FTDI [1] that provides the necessary voltage supply
for the system.

Fig. 1. Unmanned helicopter equipped with vision system.

Fig. 2. Servo controller for the camera pan/tilt movement.

The servo controller has been built for reading (and
writing) raw data (bytes or characters) to the computer. The
writing has to do with the fact that the controller also serves
the role of an analog to digital converter (Fig. 2). We used
raw data against ASCII for higher bandwidth. The serial
protocol that has been built is shown at Fig. 3. It is special
character (ASCII) driven. For our case the special character
was the raw value of ‘$’(which is the 36decimal). The
characters following a special character are: the start of
frame ‘s’, data indicating zero value which is the character
‘0’ and the character notifying that the original data has the
value of the special character (36decimal) which is the ‘^’.
That is:
 to start a new data frameÎ ‘$’,‘s’
 send a zero value for dataÎ ‘$’, ‘0’
 finally in case we want to send the raw decimal value of
the special character (‘$’=36)Î ‘$’, ‘^’.
The controller accepts byte data as mentioned above.
Every byte is a decimal number which multiplied by the
time quantum of 16usec, representing the high voltage for
the PWM signal. For example, if a byte with the decimal
number 93 is received, it will produce a PWM signal

93x16usec= 1.5msec for the high pulse and 18.5msec for the
low pulse.
III. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
Our implementation is based upon the Open Computer
Vision Library (OpenCV) [14] for real time computer
vision. OpenCV is an open source computer vision library in
C/C++, independent from the operating system and
hardware, is optimized and is suitable for real time
applications [15]. The software is written in C++. The
concept of the project is to aid a UAV’s guidance based on
inertial sensors and GPS with machine vision. More
specifically, we have implemented real time object
recognition, using the SIFT algorithm [1] and histogram
matching for the captured frame. The Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) is an algorithm to detect feature
points in images. It uses a class of scale, rotation and
translation invariant features, which could also be partially
invariant to illumination changes and affine or 3D projection
[1]. In our case, these features are used for matching
between a still image (acting as pattern) and a captured
video frame, performing object detection and computing
their between geometrical transformation. Our program is
based upon an implementation of the SIFT algorithm [11].
The flow chart of the program is illustrated at Fig. 4.
If the captured image surpasses a user defined threshold
of the minimum “SIFT features”, the program tries to match
the SIFT keypoints from the pattern we are searching with
keypoints from the capture frame. This identification of the
most similar keys is considered to be high in complexity
[16], thus a modified version of the k-d tree algorithm is
used, called the best-bin-first search method proposed by
Beis & Lowe [17], laconic in computation resources though
with high effectuality the nearest neighbors.
When the SIFT keys are matched, the program finds the
pattern’s approximate two nearest neighbors in the k-d tree.
If they satisfy a user-defined threshold on squared ratio of
distances, the RANSAC [15] algorithm is executed for the
calculation of a best-fit image transform between the
corresponding SIFT keys for the pattern and the captured
frame.
The RANSAC algorithm uses the GNU Scientific Library
(GSL), which is a collection of routines for solving
computing problems concerning linear algebra, statistics,
probability, differentiation, integration etc. RANSAC
algorithm is used for extracting geometric information
between matching keypoints and tries to reject the outliers
from the sensory data through an iterative selection of a
random subset from the original points. Those are used for
obtaining a model which is evaluated for its consistency
through the whole original set of points. The process is
iteratively executed until it finds a parametric model that
best fits the original data points.
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Fig. 3. Special character driven read (left) and write (right) from the serial protocol for both AVR and PC.

Continuing the presentation after our RANSAC detour,
the calculation of the SIFT features has a high computational
cost, so that in order to have a smooth tracking flow in the
object recognition-tracking task, between two consecutively
SIFT identifications, we use the Lucas Kanade (LK) optical
flow algorithm [19], for tracking the keypoints from the last
identified object. The program is able to search for only one
specific pattern each time and can be programmed to search
in a rotary basis the patterns we want. The pattern we search
can be changed dynamically by the GUI for the user itself or
automatically by MATLAB responsible for the flying of the
UAV system.
Searching for SIFT features within a captured frame is
time consuming. Thus, in order not to have discontinuity in
the object recognition-tracking task, we have used the LK
optical flow algorithm [19], for tracking the SIFT keypoints
from the captured frame, which were identified as common
with the pattern, in correlation with the perspective
transformation of the pattern’s edges (top_left, top_right,
bottom_left and bottom_right) on the captured frame. When
we have a successful match from the execution of RANSAC
on the matched keypoints between the captured frame and
the pattern, we store for each keypoint its coordinates and its
absolute distance between all four edges (top_left, top_right,
bottom_left and bottom_right). When a new captured frame
arrives, the LK algorithm locates the new coordinates for the
matched keypoints based on the last known position that we

have stored. Utilizing the known edges of the pattern at the
grabbed frame the program does the opposite action from
the previous act; it calculates the new edges using the
absolute distance from the edges from the previous
keypoints and the ones tracked the LK algorithm. It then
recalculates the absolute distance between each tracked
keypoint and the freshly calculated edges. This is illustrated
on a flowchart at Fig. 5. For the LK task, we used the
available LK implementation provided by OpenCV.
The routine responsible for finding the SIFT features on
the captured frame is executed on a different thread than the
one running the main loop of the programme. Until the
aforementioned thread is executed, we use the tracked points
from the LK in order to determine the position of the edges
of the pattern on the captured frame (Fig. 5).
In order to determine how an unknown environment
resembles to known patterns, the captured frame is
segmented into small overlapping squares of pixels, which
are correlated along all the patterns from the histogram pool.
The pattern with the highest correlation is assigned to that
specific square. By detecting blobs we might obtain regions
of interest for further processing. These regions could signal
the presence of objects or parts of objects in the captured
frame. For example, a blob of patterns from local area’s
trees that inside contain a blob of patterns from tarmac could
represent a potential site for emergency landing.
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Fig. 4. Flow chart of the program.

Finally, the camera system can track a locked pattern
utilizing its pan-tilt capabilities. The program interacts with
Matlab, though the Matlab engine. The program writes the
fused data into the Matlab’s workspace and read the
commands, in exactly the same manner, the user of the
program would manually do.
As mentioned earlier similar provision for machine vision
has also been built in [2] and [3], using the same software
we did as a basis for developing the vision system. They
have harnessed also SIFT for object recognition on UAVs.
Their motivation is to incorporate vision systems in UAVs
in order to increase their navigation capabilities. They state
that they desire to control the position of the helicopter
based on visual data or in a characteristics extracted from
the image. Also as they assert, their system could be
possibly used for hovering of the helicopter and track
moving objects using their Pan –Tilt platform. There are two
primary differences in our implementations. Firstly, their
tracking system, which relies on SIFT for recognition and is
computational demanding (it is based upon the same
implementation [11]), is not clarified if it can work on a real
time basis like ours.
Secondly, they have adopted a scheme for local
processing, in order to increase their speed. This scheme is

to select an area of interest in their image for processing. If
they don’t have a match they increase their area of interest
and they process the bigger area. Their approach is
interesting and in combination with ours could be very
fruitful.
IV. TARGET TRACKING
One simple operation for our vision system is target
tracking taking advantage the pan-tilt capabilities of our
system. The tracking routine embedded into the C++
program is very in simple but has the potentials to become
more ingenious through a fuzzy controller we are planning
to built, that will move the camera in a more predictive
fashion, using the fused information from the visual system
and the inertial data from the helicopter. A pseudo code of
the routine is shown at Fig. 6. The aim of this routine is to
keep the estimated center of the tracked object within a
specified margin from the center of the captured image.
Something that we discovered after experimenting is that it
is better to change the camera’s position as little as possible
in order to move the camera towards the estimated center for
the pattern. This is because, in abrupt change of position, the
LK kanade algorithm wasn’t able to keep in track the
keypoints, so the target would be lost either way.
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Fig. 5. Lucas Kanade optical flows for smooth tracking between consecutive SIFT recognitions.

Object tracking looks to work very well in this test flight,
although we noticed a lot of vibration in the camera,
becoming from the helicopter engine. Calculations and
object tracking work really fast.

V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 6. Track target.

An application of our implementation is shown in Fig. 7.
Four snapshots are presented from a test flight. The
helicopter takes off and flies across a building surrounded
by plain nature. The image of the black door of the building
is inserted to our software in order to be used as the
reference image. As it can be seen in the snapshots software
recognizes in real time the black door and highlights it (pink
rectangle), while the helicopter flies around the building.
The coordinates of the tracked object in the image pass in
the Matlab engine in order to be used in the navigation of
the helicopter. These coordinates are also used to
appropriately guide the pan-tilt mechanism in order to
continuously track the object while the helicopter flies and
the tracked image is still inside the picture.

A vision system to aid the navigation of an unmanned
helicopter is presented in this work. This system, including a
web camera mounted on a custom made pan tilt mechanism,
is loaded on an unmanned helicopter and software has been
implemented, based on Open Computer Vision Library
(OpenCV), for various applications such as real time object
recognition, pattern matching and object tracking. This
system interacts with the helicopter control system using the
Matlab engine, aiding helicopter’s navigation. Preliminary
test flights show that this system is promising and can be
developed in order to assist the helicopter in performing
various applications.
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